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THE NEW HOME OF THE COLLEGE ON MICHIGAN BOLILEV ARD 
i 
I· 
I 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
OF EXPRESSION 
1 nco rrorated 
The Columbia College of Expression is 
recognized by the State Examining Board 
of Illinois and other states. Men and 
women holding the diploma of the college 
are qualified to teach any branch of English, 
correlated speech arts, and dramatics in -'the 
schools of this state without examinatbn. 
The courses of Columbia College of Expres-
sion are accredited by the Chicago Boa rd of 
Education for the salary promotion of both 
grade and high school teachers. · 
Selected courses are accepted in the normal 
schools and universities of the country 
toward a Bachelor· s degree ; some of the 
leading normal colleges and universities have 
counted the two years professional training 
at Columbia College of Expression as equiva-
lent to the first two years of collegiate work. 
1928-1929 
T h irt y-ninl h Y car 
616-622 Sout h 1\lichigan Boulevard 
Chicago 
COLUMBIA CoLLEGE OF EXPRESSION 
CALENDAR OF 1928-1929 
FIRST SEMESTER 
1928 
Registr~tion Da~s .... · .... Monday, Sept~ 17, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, Sept. 18, 10 a.m. to 2 p. m. 
Opening Exercises ... : ....... .... ... Tuesday, Sept. 18, 2 p. m. 
Instruction Begins ....................... Wednesday, Sept. 19 
Columbus Day-Holiday ..................... Friday, Oct. 12 
Mid-Semester Examinations Begin ... . . ..... ·.Monday, Nov. 12 
Thanksgiving Recess Begins ....... . . Wednesday, Nov. 28, noon 
Instruction Resumed.· ....... ................. Monday, Dec. 3 
Christm:as Holidays Begi.n ........... Wednesday, Dec. 19, noon 
! 
1929 
Instruction Resumed .................... · .... Thursday, Jan. 3 
Semester Examinations Begin ...... . .. . .... . . Monday, Jan. 21 
' 
SECO~D SEMESTER 
Registration Days ... . ..... Monday, Feb. 4, 10 a. m . to 4 p . m 
Tuesday, Feb. 5, 10 a. m. to 2 p. m. 
Instruction Begins ................. Wednesday, Feb. 6, 2 p. m. 
Lincoln's Birthday-Holiday .. . ........... Wednesday, Feb. 12 
Washington's Birthday-Holiday ... ....... .. .. Friday, Feb. 22 
Mid-Semester Examinations Begin ... ... .... .. Monday, April 1 
Spring Recess Begins .......... ........ . . . Friday, April 5, noon 
Instruction Resumed .... ........ ........... Tuesday, April 22 
Final Examinations Begin ............ ....... Monday, May 27 
Memorial Day- Holiday ...... ... .......... Thursday, May 30 
Commencement Day . .................... .. . Tuesday, June 4 
SUMMER SESSION-1928 
Registration Days . . .. .... Monday, June 18, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, June 19, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Instruction Begins ............. . .. .. Tuesday, June 19, 2 p.m. 
Independence Day- Holiday .... ........... Wednesday, July 4 
Summer Session Closes .......... . ...... . ..... Friday, July 27 
SUMMER SESSION-1929 
Registration Days .... . ... Monday, June 24, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, June 25 , 10 a. m. to 2 p. m. 
Instruction Begins . . . . ... . . . . ... . .. . Tuesday, June 25, 2 p.m. 
Independence Day- Holiday ................. Thursday, July 4 
Summer Session Closes . ... .. . ... .......... .. . . Friday, Aug. 2 
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE OF EXPRESSION 
I . 
ITS HISTORY 
It was in l89Q that ,two young women. Miss f'vfary A. Rlo~d 
and Mrs. Ida Morey-Riley, conceived the idea of a school of 
expression based. upon principles truly educational, upon teach-
ing methods constructive in character and upon a spirit joyfully 
hopeful s.nd helpful. The school was located in the Stevens Art 
Building. It was called the Columbia School of Oratory. Later 
it was housed in Steinway Hall on Van Buren Street. 
The .Columbia School of Oratory was incorporated in 1904 
as .an institution not for profit and called the Columbia College 
of Expression. In 1916, in order to meet the demand for dormi-
tory accommodations, the college moved to 3358 South Michigan 
Boulevard. In 1925 in order to have an environment in har-
mony with its cultural ideals the location was changed to the 
lake shore region at 120 East Pearson Street. 
In September of 1927 the college again moved to the down-
town section of Chicago. Here it has found beautiful new 
studios in the very center of the city. The new building is 
located on MiChigan Boulevard and the class rooms overlook 
the Lake. Its sister institution, Pestalozzi F roe bel Teachers 
College, is located in the same building and the two institutions 
are co-operating in maintaining the highest type of college life 
and the highest standards of instruction. 
WHAT IT OFFERS 
Columbia College is a school of expression open to both young 
men and women, offering through its various departments cul-
tural, professional and collegiate training. It gives to each indi-
vidual student, through its faculty of specially trained and sympa-
thetic workers the opportunity to develop whatever latent 
po\vers he may possess. The power of personality is an unques-
tioned fact. It is an asset in any business. At Columbia the 
development of personality is an essential part of the training. 
Charm of manner, ability to read human nature, to sympathize 
with people in ·.rarious vocations are among the acquired and 
developed characteristics of Columbia students. 
In co:.1sequ.ence, Columbia. students become leaders in the 
social, educational and professional worlds. Graduates hold 
responsible and lucra tive positions. Some are presidents of 
schools, others directors of departments and some leacers in 
political and educational groups. In the dramatic schools of 
Chicago alone twelve are holding executive positions. Through-
out the country successful teachers and readers are to be found, 
who were trained at Columbia College of Expression. On the 
stage, as directors of little theatres, others find attractive posi-
tions. The puppet show which was recently introduced into the 
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art department has already had sev.eral successful trips on 
Chautauqua circuits. The auditorium hour in both grade and 
high schools has attracted many professionally trained students. 
For young men the possibilities in the profession are unlimited 
and the field is not crowded. As lecturers, debating coaches, 
scenic artists and directors they are filling interesting and lucra-
tive positions. 
It is gratifying to those who have long known the value of 
expressional training to see the recognition which colleges and 
universities are giving to dramatic departments. In some: 
instances large universities are opening dramatic departments. 
In other instances large universities, such as Columbia Univer-
sity, New York, have allied themselves with special dramatic 
schools in order that their students may have the benefit of this 
training. In still other instances large departments have de-
veloped within the university. Along with this extension of 
work in the universities has come the recogr..ition by expressional 
schools of the value of college courses in their curricula. The 
material acquired in the various literary courses presents. a 
splendid background for expression. 
A CITY BACKGROUND ./ 
There is a growing tendency among educational institutions to 
locate in large city centers. The dynamic forces of progressive pro-
fessional culture demand a city background, a background where 
they may develop fully in their most practical phases. 
The reason for this change is that modern education requires 
laboratory facilities for experiment. Leading colleges of commerce, 
medicine and engineering have found that only the large city 
furnishes a sufficient background for experimental work. A 
College of Expression, to get the best possible results, also need!: 
the observation and practice facilities that only a large city can 
offer. Its students must have access to inspiring lectures anc' 
sermons, to concerts and orchestras, to professioral and amateu1· 
plays, to radio broadcasting stations where they may develop 
their talents, to schools where they teach ; in shart, they need the 
artistic and professional background that only ,3 large city can 
offer. 
Chicago holds, within its radius of a few square miles, the 
thousands upon thousands of different activities of man. It b 
natural then, that the student desiring to learn and know these 
activities, comes to the large city for such knowledge. The city 
offers all: it offers the most complete libraries to be found any·· 
where; it offers museums where the world's treasures are collected 
under one roof; it offers parks and bathing beaches for healthful, 
out-of-door recreation; through theatres, oper~s. orchestras and 
concerts it offers the best opportunities for social activities; in 
short, it offers the vital touches so necessary to students, the 
touches that become a part of their lifes and make of them truly 
educated men and woman. 
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COLUMBIA CoLLEGE OF EXPRESSION 
LOCATION AND EQUIPMENT 
~ ~ 
. jfHE :COLLEGE BUILDING 
The college is , located in the Arcade Building in a beautiful 
section of the Downtown Lake Front. Its white stone facade, 
attractive arcad~ entrance with shops and a tea room, express 
elevators~ marble corriqors, and well lighted and ventilated rooms 
make it one of tre most attr~ctive buildings on the boulevard. 
It has a c~ntral position in the down town group of Chicago educa-
tion institutionsJThe Chicago. Art Institute, the John Crerar and 
Chicago Public ibraries, the principle Musical Colleges, and Art 
Schools .are all within a radius of a few blocks. 
There.are lock~rs, a comfortable rest room, and all modern con-
veniences for the jStudents. · 
The Assembly Hall affords a'mple space for games, social gather-
ings, and generaUectures. 
The Ciass Rooms are especially planned for the work of the 
college and have ideal arrangements for light and ventilation. 
They are separated, from each other by leaded glass partitions. 
The Mural decoratiom. and furnishings were especially designed 
to give a quiet and restful background. 
THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Restricted to Women 
The student residence is located in one of the best residential 
sections of Chicago. It is within walking distance of the University 
of Chicago. The Blackstone Library is two blocks north of the 
building, and students find that it offers new books in addition 
to those found in the college library. A few blocks south is jackson 
Park, famous as the site of the World's Fair. Here may he found 
ideal bathing and boating facilities, tennis courts, and golf links. 
Transportation to the downtown district is excellent. The motor 
bus passes one-half block north of the residence on Hyde Park 
Boulevard and delivers passengers within a few doors of the 
college. Electric trains, which run along the Jake shore, provide 
the fastest and cleanest transportation in the city. The surface 
car line runs two blocks east of the building and also affords 
convenient transportation. 
The building was for many years the residence of George B. 
Swift, former mayor of Chicago, and was known as the "Swift 
Home." It has a grey stone front covered with Boston ivy. The 
first floor has beautiful living rooms and a dining room. The bed-
rooms accommodate one, two, or three students and have ample 
bath facilities. All of the rooms are well lighted. 
The college has added to the building devices for fire protection 
recommended in the fire laws of the citv. It has also followed the 
dictates of the health department in ar(angements for ventilation 
in the bedrooms. Private entrances on both sides and a garden in 
the rear assure plenty of light. 
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GENERAL REGULATIONS 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Applicants for admission should be graduates from a four-year 
accredited high school or should have an equivalent of this work 
in study and experience. Applicants must present evidence of 
sufficient scholarship, mental maturity, and fitness to enable them 
to follow the course of study. 
ADVANCED STANDING 
I , 
Normal school and college students who wish to add these 
practical courses to their education are allowed advanced standing .. 
Applicants for advanced standing are asked to send in copies of 
their cr~dit records so that they may be evaluated and the length 
of time in which they may finish be definitely decided. 
College students and graduates who wish to add to their earning 
power find this plan desirable because they are able to secure the 
technical training needed to get a teacher's certificate without 
examinations and are able to commanC: the salaries that a high 
type of professional training warrants. ' ' 
CREDITS 
The unit of credit used by the college is the semester-hour, 
\vhich consists of the equivalent of a one-hour recitation period 
rcr week for eighteen weeks. A total of sixty-eight semester-hour 
credits is required for graduation from the two-year course, a 
total of one hundred four semester-hour credits is required for 
graduation from the three-year course, and a total of one hun-
dred twenty semester-hour credits is required for graduation 
from the four-year degree course. · 
Applicants sending in lists of credits for advanced standing are 
requested to tell what unit of credit is used in the college in which 
they took their work. 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
Students enrolled for the regular courses of training are classi-
frccl as follows: Students during their first year of study are known 
as "Freshmen ... Students during their second year of study are 
known as "Sophomores." Students during their third year of study 
are known as "Juniors... Students during their fourth year of 
study are known as "Seniors... Students entering at mid-year 
are known as ''Mid-Years... Students entering with advanced 
standing from other institutions ·are known as ''Specials." 
Students who are not working for a diploma are known as "Un-
classified Students:··· They are given all of the privileges of the 
classes as well as individual attention. 
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SUMME R SCHOOL 
The Summer Session opens the third week in June. lnstruc-
ti~n will be given by members of the regular faculty supple-
mented bv noted teachers from other institutions. Courses will 
be accredited towa::-ds graduation and are particularly desirable 
for promotional credits. They are planned to meet the needs of: 
Beginning students ,,,:ho wish basic instruction. Students with 
some experience who wish G.dditional training. Instructors in 
English who ware called upon to teach Expression and Public 
Speaking, to direct plays or coach contests. Teachers of expres-
sion who are seeking advanced instruction to prepare for larger 
opportunities. Readers and chautauqua workers who wish to 
prepare new programs. Ministers, other public speakers and 
lecturers who wish to increase their· effectiveness and influence. 
Story teUers and Junior Supervisors who desire training in story 
telling, dramatization, play acting, games and recreational sports 
suitable for community centers. 
THE MID-YEAR TERM 
Students who are unable to enter in September may enter at 
the opening of the mid-year term, February 4. New classes of 
instruction are opened at this time. High school graduates of mid-
year classes find that this opening enables them to continue their 
education witho\..lt delay. U:1iversity and college students who 
wish to start their specialization find this an opportune time to 
enter. 
GRADES OF SCHOLARSHIP 
Student ,,·ork is graded according to the following scale: 
A-excellent- 93-1 00 
B- very good- 85-93 
C- average- 77-85 
D- passing--70-77 
E- failurc- below 70 
lnc. - Incompletc- \\'Ork must be finished before 
grade is given . 
Con.- Ccnditic·n- Special examinat ion required. 
Students are expected to maintain an average standing. In case 
they fali below the average, individual help is given by fact.:lty 
members. 
TIME DIVI S IONS 
The school year, \\·hich extends from September to June, is 
di vided into two periods of eighteen \veeks each. Each period is 
known as a sem·~ster. The first semester starts in September and 
ends in February. The second semester starts in February and 
ends in June. 
ATTENDANCE 
Students are expected to attend classes regularly. Absences 
will lower grades. Students who are absent from the last classes 
before vacation periods or from the first classes after vacation 
periods will hav-e one point deducted from tht!ir standings in the 
respective classes. 
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
DIPLOMA AND DEGREE COURSES 
TWO-YEAR EXPRESSIOI'-1 COURSE 
13 
The two-yea r diploma of the college is granted to students who 
have satisfactoril y completed the requ:rements of the two-year 
course. This course is designed for those who wish training as 
teachers, readers, public speakers, play directors, story telle rs 
and community leaders. Graduates of this course are entitled 
to teacher's certification. 
TWO-YEAR JUNIOR COLLEGE COURSE 
This course is designed for those who wish the close, intimate 
touch with eminent instructors and the thorough instruction 
made possible by small classes which cannot be obta ined in our 
larger un iversities and colleges. If such students wish to transfer 
to larger institutions for advanced work. they will find that no 
time has been lost and that the best institutions will accept their 
credits. The Junior College d iploma is awarded to g radua tes 
of this course. 
THREE-YEAR COURSE 
This course is designed for those who wish to se~ure the tho r-
ough professional and cultural tra ining that onl y a third- year 
course can gi ve. Graduates. of the two-year course o ften find 
it advisa ble to return for a third yea r so tha t t l-:ey may enla rge 
their professiona l backgrounds and receive the three-yea r d iplo ma. 
DEC REE or: BACIIELOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
The degree o f Bachelor of Philosoph y is a wa rded to those ,,·ho 
complete the prescribed four-year course that has been outl ined 
for this degree. 
DECRI~E OF M ASTER OF ARTS 
The degree of Master of Arts is award ed to college gradua te~. 
,,·ho a lread y have a recognized bachelor's degreE: a nd who ha , ·e 
ta ken at least a full yea r of add itiona l p rescri bed wo rk a t Co lum-
bia College o f E xpression . 
RE(JUIREMI~NTS FOR DI..::G REL~S 
BACIII ~LOR OF PIIILOSOPIIY 
(a) J\ major course or progra m in the pa rt icula r suhject in 
which the ca ndida te wishes to specia li ze . 
(h ) T welve credits in English. 
(c) Courses amounting to sixteen credits in History. Sc ience, 
Psychology and Philosop hy a nd La nguage.* 
M AST ER OF ART~:; 
(a) The work of a t least one academic yea r o f a t least thir ty 
cred its. 
(b) An acceptable t hesis. 
(c) Faculty recommendation based upon the professiona l 
a bilit y o f the cand ida te. 
*l.an~-:ua~-:c cou"cs ure not listcJ in t he (;cneral Outl ine of l n d ivi..luul Cou r <c ' . F rench 
w ill he t au~-:ht dur ing l'l2X-2<l. 
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COURSE SCHEDULES 
FIRST YEAR CREDITS 
English . ... . · . . . .... . 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Psychology . . . . . ...... . . ..... 0 ••• • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Technique . .. .. I ••• • . ' • • • •• •• • •• •• 0 •••• 0 o • • • • • • • • • • • • ..J. 
Phonetics .... .. . . . .. .. ... . .... . ... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Technique of Voice ................. . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Life Study: Characterization.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Development of Drama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Pantomime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Platform Reading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Children's Litera ture. ... .. ... . ... . ... . .......... .. . 2 
Physical Education .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
E lectives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
3-J. 
SECON D YEAR 
I . 
Survey of English Literature . . ... 0 . . . . . .. ... . 0. . ... . 4 
History of Edusation .. .. . . . .. . . . 0 .. . ........ 0.... .. 2 
Practice Teaching . .. . . .. . ....... 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Shakespea rean Drama .. . . 0 ••••••• • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Artistic Read ing . ..... . .... . . 0. ... . . ..... .. . .. .. . .. ..J. 
Public Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Voice and Diction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Pantomine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Interpretati ve Dancing . ....... 0 • •.. 0. . ... . . . . • . . . • . 2 
Art Historv . . .. . .... . . . . . . ... ... ... . . ... 0 • • • • • • • • • 2 
E lectives. ~ ........ . . .. .... . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
THIRD YEAR 
N ineteenth Century Poetry . . ......... 0 •••••• ••• 0 • • • 4 
History of Civi liza tion .................. . . .. 0 • • • • • • I 
Philosophy of Educa tion ...... . .. 0 • ••••••••••• 0 • • • • 2 
Story Telling ......... . ... .... 0 . . ... 0... . ... . .. .... 2 
Modern Dra ma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~-
Stage tvtechanics . .... . .. .. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Artistic Readi ng .. . . ... ..... . ... . . .. ........ 0. 0 • • • • 4 
Voice . . . . . ... .... . .. ........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Stage-Craft ....... . .. . ......... 0 ••• ••••• •••••• 0 •• 0 2 
Debate ... . . ... .. .. .. .. . ........... . 0. .. . .. ..... . . 2 
Methods- Special . . ... . . . ... .. . 0 ••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Introduction to Study of Bible .. . ................ 0 • • 2 
Pantomime ..... .... . .. . . ...... . .. . . .. . ........ 0 • • 2 
E lectives. 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 • • • 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 3 
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FOURTH YEAR 
Literary Appreciation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Supervised Practice Teaching. ... ...... .. .... . . . . . . . . 3 
Pageantry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Costume Design. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Contemporary Poetry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Orations.... . ... ........ .. . .. ... ........ . ......... 2 
Repertoire- Public Recitals. . .. .. . ....... .. . . . . . . . . . .f 
Advanced Voice ....... .. . . . ......... ..... ... ...... 2 
Children's Entertainments.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 2 
Play Production . . ................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f 
Biblical Drama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
II <:our~l' will not he conducted unlc~s at least s ix stuuents rcgi~t:cr for it. 
.' 
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OUTLINES OF IN DIVIDUAL COURSES 
DRAMA 
160-Characterization and Life Study: Work is based on observa-
tion and impersonation of characters from life : City t ypes, col-
loquial types, etc. Abandon, spontaneity, readiness of response 
are acquired . 
Study of characters from fiction . Presentation of dramatic 
scenes. 
I 6 !- Period and Costume Plays: Plays of the I 8th and early 19th 
Centuries in which objective characterizations of the period plays 
interpreted in "traditional " manner assist the student to the 
development of an individual style in the art of impersonation. 
Weekly rehearsals-Scene practice. 
162- Developmenl oj Drama : A course o f lectu res on the origin of 
drama, its rapid development during the G reek period, its d ecline 
during the Roman, its complete cessation during the Dark Ages, 
its rebirt:, in the form of mystery and mirac le plays in the Renais-
sance, its flowering in the Elizabethan period . The purpose of the 
course is to give a basic knowledge of the evolution of this most 
important and d istinct form of literatur·e and create a des ire on 
the part of students to study \\·idely and read exhausti vely in 
this realm . 
A course of lectures will be given , tracing the history of the 
drarra in England in its decline a fter the E lizabetha n period. its 
corruption during the period of the restoration , its bril liant reviva l 
of the comedy of manners in the eighteenth century, its disappea r-
ance from the stage in the revolutionary period, its awa kening 
under the influence of Ibsen and its place in the li fe and literature 
of today. 
263-Shakespearean Drama: A demonstration course. Analyt ic 
and litera ry study of selected plays from Shakespea re. Stud y of 
p lot. C haracter ana lysis . 
Constant p ractice in the acting and d irect ing of Shakespearean 
pla ys. 
Laboratory Methods. 
264- Modern Drama: (a ) A survey o f contempora neous Jrama in 
Europe beginning with Ibsen. Plays from the modern dramat ists 
of England. Prance, Ireland, Germany, Ita ly, Spain . Russia. 
Scandinavia, are studied . 
(b) A brief review of modern dra ma ; study, d iscussion and pre-
sentation of one-act and longer p lays; treat ment of types of p lays, 
farce , comedy, traged y, fa ntasy, romantic drama; p ri nciples of 
modern staging. Choos ing a p lay; source, psychological effects of 
line, mass and color. Lighting and stage decoration, origina l de-
s igns fo r ha rmon ious a nd inexpens ive settings a nd costumes. 
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265- Play Acting. S tage J\1echanics: (a ) This is distinctively a 
working course, offering personal training in a ll departments of 
p lay producing. It is designed for those who wish to direct or take 
part in plays. Principles o f modern staging will be worked out 
and Little Theatre organization and conduct exemplified. 
(b) Practice in .direction a nd coaching of plays. 
This class works in conjunction with the class in Design, in 
which special color schemes, costume designs, a nd stage settings 
are suggested for the particular plays presented . 
366- Biblical Drama: Dramatization of Bible stories. Study o f 
current religious plays. Presentation of one drama. 
367- Pageants- Festivals-Masques : This course is intended for 
those who are called upon to arrange, direct, or take part in these 
types of entertainments. Under this heading are considered the 
organization, the writing of the pageant book, and the interpreta-
tion of the same through music, dance. pantomime and speech. 
Attention will be given to the design, color scheme and costume~ 
of each pageant. Each student that de$ires will have the oppor-
tunity of writing a pageant, festival , o r a masqu~. for his own 
personal use. This work will be done largely through indi vidual 
conferences. Suggestions will be given for pageants on health, 
Americanization, new citizenship, reconstruction, and subjects 
suitable for special patriotic a nd holida y celebrations. 
370- Methods: Practice in direction and coaching of plays. 
VOICE 
I 70- Phonetics : A technical s tudy of sou nds of the E nglish lan-
guage, leading to accuracy in vowel and consona nt sounds. Specific 
anal ysis of enunciation. Establishing better speech standards. 
Textbook : The Pronunciation of English, by Daniel J ones, 
University College, London. 
I l l- Technique of the Speaking Voice: Ana tom y a nd Physio log 
o f Voice Instrument ; Proper Adj ustment o f Vocal Organs; Cor-
rect Placement of Tongue ; Exercises fo r Breath cont rol, resonant 
tone a nd flexibility of tongue; desirable voice qualities. 
I 72- Psychology of Voice: Analysis and development of tone color. 
Training in discrimination of tone. Interpretation of dramatic 
and lyrical poems. 
273- Methods in Voice Traifl.ing": Discussion of problems. Reading 
and reports. Outline of general course in voice training. 
274- Speech Defects: Phonetic instruction continued. Analysis of 
minor defects, lisping, cluttering, substitute sounds. Analysis of 
major defects, stammering and stuttering. His·:ory of speci fie 
cases. Treatment based on psychology a nd physiology. Reading, 
reports from bibliography o f collateral reading . 
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375-Advci~ced Voice training-Artistic Voice: Development of 
power, brilliancy of 1tone and color. 
The "Sound" of English versus "Sounds" of English. Rules of 
Cadence. 
INTERPRETATION 
190-Technique of Reading: (a) The student taking this course is 
taught first to group words in reading, as he does in conversation,. 
to represent ideas, and to express through the voice the associa-
tion and relative value of these ideas. 
' . 
Second, the st~dent is enabled to express through response to 
these ideas that efllotion which is the heart and soul of all express-
ive reading. ! 
Basis of oral re'ading, the Science of conversation. 
} I 
(b) Development of power to read ideas. Intellectual concep-
tion. Imaging. Studies of expression of simple emotions. Vocal 
language of emotion. Studies of development of directness. Prac-
tical exercises for cultivation of spontaneity in reading and speak-
ing. Study of various types of literary background. 
Textbook : Psychological Development of Expression, Mary A. 
Blood and Ida Morey-Riley. 
191- Development of Reading: Vividness of imagery. Studies in 
social emotions. Relation of reader to audience. Commanding 
attention. Intensity of expression. Development of momentum. 
Studies of light and shade. Subtley. Studies in fulfillment of 
author's purpose. Expression of moral height of emotion. Special 
attention to criticism and guidance of individual student. 
I 92- / nterpretation of Standard Literature: Continuation of inter-
preta tion course with particular attention to studies in atmos-
phere, and facility in word grouping and phrase accent. The com-
pletion of the course assures the rrastery of speech tunes of ordi-
nary E nglish construction, and accuracy in oral appreciation of 
literature. 
193-Platform Reading: Organization of material suitable for 
public presentation. Broadening of student's power to interpret 
literature adequately before an audience. Audience relationship. 
Ability to gain and sustain attention. Analysis of various types 
of platform material : Short Story, Poems, Monologue, Character 
Sketches, One-act Plays, etc. Programs developed on va rying 
themes of universal appeal. 
Classes are divided into small sections, securing for each stu-
dent practically private instruction and the opportunity of work-
ing upon an audience with each recita tion. 
194- Artistic Reading: This is a continuation course, with course 
153 or its equivalent as a pre-requisite. Emphasis is placed on the 
psychology of audiences and method of appeal. Repertoire is 
strengthened by adding readings for specia l days and for special 
groups. Development of individualistic style. 
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295-Play I nterp;etation: Interpretation of plays· and presenta-
tion of same in recitals. The art of impersonation in the reading 
of plays. Material individual in selection and treatment. Interpre- · 
tation of a book or 3-act play required for graduation in this 
course. 
296- Platform Material: Planning programs. Abridgement and ; 
arrangement of books and dramas for public reading. 
Series of practical problems. Auditorit.'tm programs. 
I 97-Public Recitals: Once a week all the classes meet together 
for public recital, thus giving student an opportunity to present 
their readings or lectures before a larger and more varied audience. 
Graduating recital appearances before Chicago audiences. 
Special afternoon and evening recitals given by members of 
the faculty and visiting artists of the profession. 
195-118-Children's Literature: After a brief survey of the most 
important contributions to the field of childhood fiction, attention 
will. be given to the selection, adaptation and presentation of 
material. To teach the student to select with discrimination and 
to present with life-these are the two principal aims of the course. ' 
196-218-Story Telling: This course is designed" to . meet the 1 
needs of those who wish to tell stories in the school, the : 
home, and the social center. Particular attention is given to the 
structure of the oral story. In addition to the individual practice 
in story telling given in class, each student is required to do 
twelve hours of field work in the social settlements or schools of 
Chicago. 
298- 318- Story Programs: Preparation and presentation of pro-
grams on special themes and for special occasions. Emphasis is 
placed on programs suitable for chautauqua work and recreation 
centers. · 
399-Biblical Interpretation: This course is designed to aid all 
those who are called upon to read the Bible, either to small groups 
or large audiences. Suggestions for interpretation of passages suit-
able for special occasions will be given. The course will also 
include the selection and dramatization of Bible stories for church 
presentation. 
PUBLIC SPEECH 
155-210- 0ral English: Original thinking; rhetoric of oral style; 
practice in simple direct speech making; current event talks. 
255- Public Address: This course aims to aid those who feel the 
demands of the varying public activities of the day. The plan 
pursued in teaching is to train the student to think logically, to 
speak forcefully and readily, and to acquire the power of influ-
encing an audience through genuine self-expression. 
The student is given abundant opportunity to deliver speeches 
illustrating the most usual types of public address, receiving from · 
the teacher detailed criticism of his work in correcting defects of 
thought and delivery. 
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355--Debate: This course is designed to give to those who are 
called upon to participate in debates or to coach debating teams. 
Students are trained t~ analyze current public questions, to think 
logically and accurately, to define issues, and to deliver material 
in a direct and vigorous manner. 
455--Great Orations: Study and delivery of selections from the 
great orations, from Demosthenes to the present time. Mastery 
of oratorical forms. Facility and power of expression. 
ENGLISH 
J 10-Rhetoric and Composition: English composition is taught by 
means of lectures, class-room exercises, written work and con-
sultation. The principles ·of composition are treated with refer-
ence to the whole composition, the paragraph, the sentence and 
the word. Besides the regular text book work and the weekly 
theme, a . large amount of extemporaneous writing Is required in 
class. 
III-Survey of £nglis,h Literature: First Semester--From the 
Anglo-Saxon period to the Elizabethan period. 
Second Semester-From the Elizabethan to the ViCtorian 
period. 
31 0--Advanced Composition: This course is required of all students 
who complete the Junior College course. It is especially valuable 
for those who wish to take up journalistic work. Training will be 
given in all the forms of writing which appear in the modern 
magazine. Emphasis will be placed on narration. 
211-Literary Af,precicrtion: The primary purpose of this course 
is to cultivate the taste of students for good literature by a study 
of the social, economic and literary backgrounds of different 
centuries, and by the Interpretation of selected works from the 
most prominent writers of the period. Pre-requisite-Course I l l. 
212-/ nterpretation of Masterpieces: A study of the world's master 
pieces of poetry and prose. This course consists in a study of the 
choice and interpretation of masterpieces and is designed to give 
the cultural background so necessary to the teacher. 
213-Dramatic Literature: Reading and d iscussion of one or more 
of the following plays : Twelfth Night; Barrie's, The Will; Gals-
\VOrthy's, Loyalties; Barrie's, Rosalind ; Shaw's, Androcles and 
the Lion ; Pinero's, The Thunderbolt; Kennedy's, The Servant 
in the House. Oral Interpretation of some of the best modern 
poems for children. 
214- Contemporary Poetry: The purpose of this course is: 
First , to gain some knowledge of the new movements in contem-
porary poetry, their aim and achievement. 
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Second, to stimulate interest in the poets of our own age and to 
turn to them for pleasure and refreshment. 
Third, by reading and discussion to arrive at more intelligent 
appreciation of the poetic output of the present. 
f7ourth, by comment and criticism to gain facility of self-expres- · 
sion. 
f-'ifth, by vocal interpretation to secure ear training and a truer 
rhythmic sense. · 
215-J<ipling: Study and interpretation of characteristic poems. 
Mastery of literary form. Viewpoint of Kipling. Kipling·s mes-
sage and its presentation. 
216-Tennyson: In this course selected poems ·of Tennyson are 
studied, not only as literature but for the vocal expression of the 
various thought relations and emotional experiem:es, for speech 
technique, perspectiv~ of speech, and tone language. 
217-0riginal Platform Material: This course opens with a study 
of the short story of today. Technique. Analysis. Class discussion 
of representative stories. Students are required to submit original 
stories suitable for platform presentation. ./ 
218-Browning: Introductory course. Study and presentation of 
characteristic short poems. 
PSYCHOLOGY. AND PHILOSOPHY 
I 00- General Psychology: A study of native and acquired equip-
ment in human behavior including the nervous system, the native 
instincts and emotions, habit, sensation and perception, memory 
and imagination, and the process of judgment, and purposive 
thinking. The course gives a general understanding of the subjects 
needed as a background for the more technical study of education 
and child psychology. Text book work is supplemented by lec-
tures and reference reading. 
200-Child Psychology: A study of the psychological reaction of 
the child as affected by his environment and home training. This 
course is designed to give better insight into the problems of 
children. Each student makes a definite case study of one child, in 
which she studies his family life and his past school experiences. 
Text book work is supplemented by lectures and reference work. 
Pre-requisite-Course I 00. 
202-Mental Tests and Measurements: The history, meaning and 
uses of mental tests with a description of the Binet scale and the 
chief primary group tests. A demonstration test is made with a 
child following which each student gives a specimen test in her 
own school-room. A demonstration group test is g iven to the class. 
Pre-requisite-Course I 00. 
i 
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300-Educational Psychology: A study of the psychological factors 
iri. the learning1 process including the function of the instincts in 
learning and h~bit formation , and the bepring of the facts of gen-
eral psychology upon the work of the teacher. Lectures with ref-
erence reading and field observation constitute the course of study. 
Pre-requisite-Cburse .1 00. 1 
~ I 
302-Advanced ;Educational Psychology: This course surveys the 
important contributions of the leading experimental psychologists 
in the evolution of modern psychology. This is followed by a study 
of dynamic factors in mental functioning; the relation of bright-
ness to brain capacity; the various forms of native and acquired 
equipment and their relation to simple and complex drives in 
learning; the function of the instincts and emotions in human and 
animal behavior; individual variations and the creative factor in 
learning the processes of purposive thinking and their right use 
in the learning: process. Lectures, text book and reference work 
with a term paper constitute the course of study. Pre-requisite-
Course 100. • · 
102-/ntroduction to Philosophy: A general survey of the field of 
European philosophy. 
204-History of Philosophy: A study of the early history of human 
thought from the standpoint of the development of the race and 
of the individual. The philosophies of the early Greeks and Ro-
mans are considered in the light of history, education and socio-
logical development of the race. Individual philosophies of the 
Miletus Group; the Eleatics; the Pythagoreans; the Atomists; 
the Sophists ; Socrates, Plato and Aristotle; Cynics, Stoics and 
Epicureans; are discussed in detail. Particular emphasis is laid 
upon the similarity in the development of racial thought with 
that of the child. Pre-requisite-Course 102 or consent of instructor. 
205-History of Philosophy: After a brief discussion of scholas-
ticism and the work of the medieval universities the philosophies 
of Bacon, Des ; Cartes, Spinoza and Leibnitz are discussed and 
compared with. the philosophies of Locke, Berkeley and Hume. 
· Following this is a study of German Idealism as presented by 
Kant, .Fickte, Schelling and Hegel. Attention is also given to 
recent and contemporary movements of thought as represented 
by such men as Henri Bergson, John Stuart Mill, William James , 
Bertrand Russell , and John Dewey. Pre-requisite-Course I 02-204. 
SCIENCE 
120-Nature Study: The most familiar phases of life in the field 
of zoology. The course includes a study of animal behavior with 
emphasis upon life histories; the construction of simple apparatus 
for conducting nature experiments; nature material suggestions 
for use in curricula and a study of the more familiar forms of 
insect life. Lectures with reference reading and field observations 
constitute the course. 
' I , . 
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220-Nature Study: A study of life activities as related to pla:"'\t 
and animal life. The relation between these two forms of life in 
the field is considered. The course places particular emphasis upon 
the underlying principles of education that may be considered in 
nature work with children. A nature project is worked out by the 
students. Slides of nature material are shown: Reference work, 
lectures, and field trips constitute the course. 
121-Sociology and Social Problems: A study of the underlying 
laws of social evolution followed by detailed surveys of modern 
social problems including the family, city, crime, poverty, educa-
tional agencies, and philan~hropy. Educational agencies at work 
in social reforms are studied and valued. Lectures with text book 
work and reference reading constitute the course. 
321-Social Ethics: A study of the m~ral standards of. society In 
all ages. The Hedonistic versus the Stoic idea of the supreme good; 
the function of public opinion in social conduct; the empha~s 
upon character building in the new education; the relation of free 
activity to moral life; the religious motif in ethics. Lectures wit.h 
reference work constitute the course. 
124- Hygiene: This course includes lectures on problems of 
school hygiene; also instruction in Red Cross First Aid technk. 
HISTORY 
131-American History: A study of the history of the formation 
and development of the United States. Colonial problems, de-
velopment of forms of government •. the wars, the westward mi-
gration, Indian problems and territorial expansion are considered 
in the light of their political, historical, economic and social im.:. 
portance. 
I 30- History of Civilization: A general survey of the origin, prog-
ress and character of European civilization is given. The topics 
treated arc: Greek views of life; the Greek drama; the social life 
of the Greeks and Romans; Rome's bequest to civilization; 
Christianity; Teutonic life and institutions; feudalism; the artis-
tic and intellectual life of the Middle Ages ; the Renaissance; the 
Reformation and its view of life; the origin of modern thought; 
idealism; the theory of evolution. 
232-Ancient History : The history of the development of the 
Roman Empire. A study of the transition of Greek culture to 
Roman culture and the influences from Egypt, Assyria an::f 
northern Italy. 
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EDUCATION 
240-History of Education: A survey of the contributions of 
different races and nations to educational reform from ancient to 
modern times. A study of sources of educational progress; periods 
of educational awakening in history including the Renaissance ; 
the leading educational reformers and their influence upon edu-
cation; the sources of modern education. Text book work, lec-
tures and library references constitute the course. 
340-Philosophy of Education: A study of the philosophical back-
ground of modern education ; the nature of the individual in its 
bearing upon educati.onal aims; the nature of society, moral ideals, 
mobilization of tho~..<ght and free activity in education; the rela-
tion of democracy to different types of education. Lectures, text 
book and reference work with a term paper constitute the course. 
P re-requi_sites-Courses 240 and 241. 
342-Foundations of Method: This course will consider the prin-
. ciples underlying the method of classroom management and in-
struction. It will include such topics as the laws of learning, the 
thinking process. interest, and effort, discipline, moral training, 
and purposeful activity. Pre-requisites-Courses 143 and 144 or 
consent of instructor. 
142-Principles and Methods of Teaching: This course deals with 
the development and formulation of the fundamental principles 
of teaching as based upon psychology and present theories rel-
a t ive to the work of the school. 
MUSIC 
150-J nterpretation of Music: The evolution and development of 
Rhythm, Melody and Harmony and their relation to dance drama. 
The correlation of music and rhythmic play. 
The History of Music, :ives and works of the great masters of 
rr.usic. 
151-School Music: Choosing music appropriate for children of 
d ifferent grades. A study of the place of music in the child's life 
equipr:1ent; procedu:·es of implanting appreciation for music. 
152-Rhythm: A study of different types of rhythms and their 
aJaption of the needs of children; rhythmic movements suggested 
and stimulated by music; the place of rhythm in the life of the 
child. 
I ')3-Chorlts: lndiYidual Yoice training in reference to singing 
.. part" music; appl ication of fundamentals learneJ in School 
~ .. lu-,ic and Rhythm. Selection<> by the chorus are a feature of the 
U)mrrenc~ment exerci~e~ . 
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ART 
155-Art History: I. A course ~f lectures on the development and 
interpretation of the Architec.ture, Sculpture and Painting of 
Egypt, Greece and Rome, the Christian •era and Italian Renais-
sance. Illustrated by pictures, slides and visits to the Art In-
stitute. 
2. Renaissance art of Holland, France and England. Art in 
America, Modern art and its tendencies. Impressionists, Futurists, 
etc. A study of the collections in the Art Institute. 
)56-Fine Arts (Drawing-Design-Clay) : A foundation course. 
Composition free hand drawing, figure drawing, design and color, 
lettering and posters, illustration, costume design and picture 
study. Emphasis is placed upon the selecting and adapting of 
material to meet the needs of the kindergarten and primary grades. 
259- Design-Stage Settings: A practical course for all those 
who present plays, pageants, or festivals. Appltc~tion of art 
principles to stage settings; a study of line, mass; and color; 
miniature stage settings, designed for particular plays, are worked 
out in class. 
· This course is carried on in connection with t he classes in 
Drama. 
)58-Design- Costumes: A simplified course for all students 
who expect to put on plays or festivals. Principles of tie-dyeing; 
e ffect of line and color; types of costumes for different periods; 
patterns; inexpensive costumes for plays and pageants. 
159- Make-Up: Principles and practice of theatrical make-up. 
The necessity for it on the stage-The materials you work with 
and how they are used. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
266 - -General Gymnastics: The work is largely practkal, cons:sting 
of various forms of running, tactics, calisthenics with and without 
hand apparatus such as dumbells, wands, clubs ; all forms of f1eld 
sport, exercises on the horse, horizontal bar, rings, ladders and 
graded games. 
166- - / nterpretative Dancing: I I! this course rhythm is interpreted 
through bodily expression, a nd develops relaxation and control 
in the indiYidual. Its ultimate purpose is that of gi ving poi c;;c :md 
ease of movement. Emphasis is placed upon the development of 
t echnique and creative work \vhich drmvs from the student her 
C. \\·n ideas. The material used is based on the simplest rh~· t hmic 
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exercises, and emphasis is placed on the eli fferent time pulsations 
which train the body in rhythmic appreciation. It is a basic course 
and offers wide opportJnity for individual expression. Special 
dances are worked , out on various themes. Both group and solo 
dances are presented as well as dances which may be used for 
public exhibitions. 
168-Folk Dancing: A general course in folk .dancing. The inter-
pretation of the differentiation in spirit of Folk Dances of different 
nations, including folk dances of England, Ireland, Holland, 
Scandinavia, Russia, Lithuania, and Italy. 
265-Fest.ival-Pageantry-Dance Drama: This course is intended 
for those who are called upon to arrange, direct or take part in 
these t ypes of entertainment. Under this heading are considered 
the organization, the writing of the pageant book and the inter--
p retation of the same ~hrough music, dance, pantomime and speech. 
Attention will be given to the design, color scheme and costumes 
of each pageant. Each student will have the opportunity of writ-
ing a pageant, festival or dance drama for his own personal use. 
Suggestions will be given ifor pageants on health, Americanization, 
new citizenship and subjects suitable for special patriotic and 
holiday celebrations. See course 367 · 
268-Gesture: Action of torse. Series of practical experiences in 
bodily language for the development of chest action. Series of 
practical lessons. Dramatic action. Series of practical problems. 
Study of bodil y expression in others. 
367-0riginal Pantomime: Unity of bodily response. Radia tion . 
Study of bodily expression in paintings and statuary. Relation of 
action to character. Power of Expression. Conduct of Classes. 
Individual investigation. 
270-Pantomimic Art: This course is an essential preparation fo r 
a nd supplement to all classes in drama and platform reading. It 
opens with careful observation of simple attitude! , walks and 
movements in life. These are recreated from memory into panto-
mimic action. Then follows the pantomimic reaction to one emo-
tion and the transition from one emotion to another. Practice in 
the pantomimic interpretation of myths, folk tales and other 
forms of literature is required. 
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EXPENSES AND PAYMENTS 
Tuition for One Year .... . . . . ... . .... . ... . . . . ... . . . .. $275.00. 
Matriculation Fee, paid on ·entrance ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 0.00 
I 
The tuition is payable semi-annually in advance in installments' 
of $137.50 each upon September 18th, and Fel:ruary 4th. The 
matriculation fee is charged but once, and only to entering stu-· 
dents. In no case is tuition refunded after the commencement 
of the term, except in cases of prolonged illr1ess. Individual 
financial arrangements may be made by writing to the registrar. 
Late registration fee, $5.00. 
SPECIAL COURSES 
To special students who enter for a few courses, tuition will be 
charged at the rate of $10.00 per semester hour credit. Student~: 
who enter with advanced standing from other institutions and are 
permitted to take more than the thirty-four semester hours of 
work will be charged $8.00 per semester hour credit for all work 
taken in addition to the thirty-four credits. / 
PRIVATE LESSONS 
WITH HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 
Ten (I hour) lessons . . . . . .. . ....... .. .. ............ .. $ 
Ten 01 hour) lessons .. ...... .... .. . . . .. . .... . . ..... . 
Ten (U hour) lessons .. .. .. ... .. . . . .. .. . . . ... .. . .... . 
Single lessons (50 minutes) ... . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . . . ... . . 
WITH CLASS-ROOM INSTRUCTORS 
Ten (I hour) lessons ... . .. .. . ... . . .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . ... $ 
Ten (}{ hour) lessons ....... . . . ..... . . . ... . ......... . 
Ten ( ;1 hour) lessons . ... . . . . . . .. ... . . ...... . . ..... . 
Single lessons (I hour) ... . . . .. . . ... .. . .. . ... . . . . . .. . . 
Three-fourths hour . . .... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .... . ..... . 
One-half hour .. .. ... . .. .... . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .... . 
STUDENT RESIDENC E FEES 
60.0( 1 
50.00 
40.00 
7.00 
40.0C· 
3 5 . oc~ 
30.00 
5.0CI 
4.0( 1 
3.50 
Board and room for the school year . . . . .... . ... $450.00-$600.00 
The fee is payable semi-ann~ally in advance, three-fifths on 
September 18, and two-fifths on February 4. A deposit of $25.00 
is required to make reservation, which amount is deducted from 
the first payment. 
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T~IE BOARDING DEPARTMENT 
Opens September 16, 1928 
RESERVATIONS 
Detailed information about rooms may be had by wntmg to 
the Registrar's Office. Applicants for accommodations are advised 
to make their arrangements early so that they may have a wide 
choice of rooms. Reservations may be made by mail. If possible, 
however, it is best to arrange to visit the building and choose 
.accommodations in person. Student Residence arrangements ap-
ply for the full period of resident college work. 
FURNISHINGS AND WARDROBE 
Articles Furnished by the Residence: When the students arrive 
their rooms are fully furnished and ready for occupancy. They are 
equipped with single beds, dressers, chiffoniers, study tables, 
chairs, pillows, curtains, and large floor rugs. 
Articles Furnished by the Student: Each student should provide 
herself with four sheets (size 63x99), two pairs of pillow cases 
(size 22x28), enougb blankets for her requirements, one mattress 
pad, one laundry bag, one shoe bag, one waste basket, small rug 
for front of bed; hand towels, bath towels, wash cloths, napkins, 
to meet individual needs; one napkin ring, one couch cover, dres-
ser scarfs, and a box with a key for valuables. All linen should be 
marked with the full name of the student. 
Cothing: The following articles of clothing are advised: appro-
priate school clothes, rubbers, raincoat, umbrella, sensible shoes, 
and simple evening dress. Extravagant dress is impractical in the 
school rooms. 
By paying a fee of ten cents an hour, the students may use the 
dormitory laundry but must furnish their own washing materials. 
There is a sewing and pressing room in the basement where the 
students may care for their own clothes if they so desire. 
SOCIAL LIFE AND RECRE/\TION 
The residence provides opportunities for social life and recre-
ation. Its dining hall is adequate for dinner parties and comfort-
ably accommodates a large number of guests. The parlors and 
reception hall provide ample room for other social functions. 
Chicago's theatres, with their fine plays, operas, concerts, and 
lectures, provide an opportunity for recreation as well as for 
culture. The students often organize parties for the theatre and 
other social pastimes. 
The near-by parks, with their facilities for swimming, boating, 
tennis, golf, horse-back riding and hiking provide excellent oppor-
tunities for recreation. Beautiful Jackson Park, with its mile of 
bathing beach, its two golf courses, its tree-shaded lagoons, its 
large yacht harbor and its extensive bridle paths is in the im-
mediate neighborhood of the residence. 
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GUESTS 
Students are free to receive callers, pr~ferably on Friday and 
Saturday evenings. Nearby hotels are available in case parents 
or friends visit them. 
HOME TRAINING , 
The desire to make the residence a real home for the students is 
carried out by a plan of home training. This is one of the valuable 
and unique features of student life at the residence. The students 
cooperate in making menus, serving at the head of the table, and 
in other matters pertaining to the residence life. 
GOVERNMENT 
The residence government is closely linked with the home train-
ing. The students elect their officers, make their house rules, and 
cooperate with the house-mother in governing student affairs. 
The Dean of the Dormitory, appointed by the college, manages 
the financial and general administrative matters of the house-
hold, and supervises all activit ies connected with it. 
. , I 
CHURCHES I 
Churches of all denominations are within easy reach of the 
residence. The following ones are within walking distance : 
McCabe Memorial Methodist, Hyde Park Baptist, St. Ambrose 
Ca tholic , St. Paul's Episcopal, Hyde Park Congregational, Fifth 
Church of Christ, Scientist, the Church of the Atonement, and 
H yde Park Presbyterian Church. Students are urged to attend 
regularly. 
The Boarding Department is limited entire! y to women. 
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ACTIVITIES AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
. . . GLEE CLUB . 
The Glee Club ·is maintained so that students who are talented 
in vocal music may gain and give pleasure by contributing 
musical numbers to th~ college programs and may give concerts 
both within and without the college. Presiden.t Scherger is the 
director of this organization. 
HONbRARY DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
This society is made up of students who in public presentation 
has shown creati~e dramatic ability of a high order. Members 
are entitled to certain privileges and opportunities suggested by 
the Honorary Dramatic pin. 
I 
i • COLUMBIA ALUMNI 
This organization meets once a month either at the college or 
at some member's home with the purpose of carrying on the 
enthusiastic and inspiring spirit of Columbia. Delightful pro-
grams of poetry, . drama, pantomime, and music are presented 
by the different members. Friendships are renewed and culti-
vated. The annual dues are $1.00. 
' I 
! I SCHOLARSHIPS 
With a growing need for scholarships, the Loan Scholarship 
Drive, which was inaugurated by Miss Dorothy Mills, has been 
renewed. Several old subscribers have completed their pledges 
and made new promises. Many new subscriptions have been 
added. The banner class for an every member gift is the class 
of 1920; the class of 191 5 still holds the banner for the largest 
gift; other classes are showing a keen interest. 
If you wish to have a part in this campaign, whether you are 
an alumnus or not, write to Mrs. Isabel C. Stambach, Chairman 
of the Scholarship Loan Committee. 
AVAII~ABLE SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Ida Morey-Riley Scholarships: Two scholarships, one-
half year's tuition each, are available for Juniors. Competitive. 
The Helen Harkness Loan Scholarship: Mrs. Helen Harkness 
Calkins has generrously donated a loan scholarship available for 
members of the senior class. 
7 he Parmelia C. Mahan Loan Scholarship: The class of 191-t, 
desiring to pay tribute to the memory of this able teacher, loyal 
friend and sterling Christian woman, presented to the college 
the sum of ninety dollars, to be used as a part year loan scholar-
ship, in remembrance of our beloved Miss Mahan. Miss Mahan, 
who took the professional diploma from Columbia College of 
Expression, was a National W. C. T. U. lecturer and organizer 
and for many years instructor in parliamentary law in this 
college. 
Lovice Strobel Loan Scholarship: Mr. and Mrs. Fa. A. Strobel 
generously gave to this college a loan scholarship . of $225, to 
perpetuate the name of their daughter, Lovice Strobel Sturte-
vant, class of 1919. 
l _l._ 
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Class of 1920 Scholarship: The class o'f 1920, desirin(:t to aid 
worthy, ambitious young people, gave a loan scholarship of 
$200, . 
Public Speaker's Scholarship: Two one+half year scholarships, ' 
cash value of $120.00 each, ar~ open to young men i;howing 
unusual ability in public speaking. These scholarships are con-
tributed by a friend of the college, with the request. that his name 
be withheld. 
To be eligible for either of these scholarships, one mu,st be a 
graduate from an accredited high school and be able to maintain 
a standing not lower than B. · 
FREE ~LACEMENT BUREAU 
The college recommends an inc.reasing number , of teachers and 
entertainers every year. Those .desidng 'information regarding 
the placement bureau should write br telephone the Registrar 
of the college. , ! : · i 
The college can furnish readers at prices varying from1 five to 
seventy-five dollars. · 
SATURDAY CLASSES 
For the convenience of those who cannot attel)Ci the college 
during the early week days, special classes have been arranged 
on Saturday mornings. The work offered will ·include instruc-
tion in Voice Technique, Phonetics, Basic Principles of Expres-
sion, Expressive Reading, Story Telling, Platform Reading. 
Literary Interpretation and other expres~;ional studies. These 
classes are particularly applicable to horne-makers· whc- desire 
the inspiration of cultural study and of grade teachers, high 
school teachers, and high school and college students. The 
work is certified for promotional credit by the Chicago Public 
Schools and the other schools in this district. · 
EVENING SCHOOL- SPARE TIME COURSES 
The evening courses of Columbia College of Expression a re 
condensed to meet the immediate needs of those who wish 
definite educational training carried on in a constructive,· enjoy-
able, and pleasant atmosphere. Full credit for work done is 
given on the college records. Special study is made of indi-
vidual problems. The course includes Expressive Reading, 
Public Speaking, Dramatic Art and Platform Entertainment. 
Classes will start the first Wednesday in October at 6:30 P. M . 
CORRESPONDENCE 
Those who contemplate entering the college are requested to 
. write early, stating purpose in taking up the work. Address- · 
- COLUMBIA COLLEGE OF EXPRESSION 
Room 710 
616-22 South Michigan Blvd. 
Chicago, Ill. 

Illustrations 
Section of double class room with leaded glass partitions and folding doors. This type of class 
room, with excellent arrangements for light and ventilation is ideal for lectures and technic courses. 
Mural decorations, with a Japanese motif, make these rooms beautiful without detracting from 
their practicability and dignity. 
TABLEAU-THE LITTLE THEATRE-
The well-equipped stage makes possible the presentation of plays, 
aesthetic dancing, dance drama, and puppet shows. 
SECTION OF GYMNASIUM AND ASSEMBLY ROOM 
This room is used fo r physica l education fo r lectures a nd la rge assemblies. 
A FRONT CLASS ROOM 
T he mura l d eco ra tions show to ad vantage here. The leaded glass pa rt itions 
a re shown folded back, throwing two room s togethe r. 
"" 
SECTION OF HALLWAY AND CLOAK ROOM 
The hall lockers with their hat boxes and cloak racks arc ample foi· the needs 
of the students and are designed for th«;: protection of their outer wraps. 
THE STUDENTS' REST ROOM 
!\ room much appreciated for the comfort it offers; additional hat and cloak 
racks are provided here. 
TEN M INUTES BY THE CLOCK 
PlEROTS MOTHER- DRAMATICS CL/\SS 
Picrot und Pierette lcCJ\'e the horne of his mother t o conquer the world together. 
1\ TUNE OF A TUNE-DRAMATICS CLASS 
Rosema ry gives her hea rt and hand to the Irish peddler boy becuusc he ca n 
whist le so d ivinely. 
THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Located at 5 I 32 Blackstone Avenue, in Hyde Park, one of the most desirable 
residential districts of Chicago, it ·s a real home for out-of-town girls. Its grey 
stone front, covered with Boston Ivy, gives it an atmosphere of dignity and refine-
ment. It is within walking distance of the University of Chicago and beautiful 
Jackson Park. Three blocks east, at the foot of Hyde Park Boulevard, is the 
nearest bathing beach. 
RECEPTION HALL-THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Beauty and dignity-the hallway bespeaks the homelike atmos;>here of 1 h< 
residence-always ready to welcome z. new student and make her a m ember o 
the family. 
THE LIVING ROOM-THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Many life-long friendships are made in this room. 
A COZY CORNER OF A STUDENT BEDROOM-THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Many a cold winter evening has been spent comfortably in this corner, an ideal place for a 
get-together. 
RECEPTION PARLOR- THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Here the girls can. entertain their guests in comfort. 
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A STUDENT BEDROOM-THE STUDENT RESIDENCE 
Large windows help to make the room light and airy but do not detract from its coziness. 
Luigc clv:;ct~ affcrd ~:r.r:!~ =-~~:":1 f~r c!()~h!~;. The private lavatory is very co!1ve!1i~!1t . 
THE STORY LADY 
The adventures of the three bears, the little red hen, Hensel and Gretel, 
absorb the child's interest-evident, isn't it1 
A CHILDREN'S PLAY 
Columbia graduates arc well prepared to direct plays for children. Many of them find 
permanent positions directing the dramatics in some of our best school systems. 
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